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STATEMFÎ/T BY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Mrt ABDEL-RAHMAN (Executive Director, united Nations Industrial 

Development Organization) said that the first session of the Board marked a new 

and most encouraging beginning ter the United Kations offerts to promote 

accelerated industrialization.   The Board would be laying the groundwork and the 

basic guidelines for the activities of UNIDO in pursuance of the purposes set out 

by the General Assembly.   UNIDO was not a goal in itself but an instrument for 

action, and success in creating the machinery should not obscure the goals or 

detract from efforts to develop it and use it effectively. 

One of the items on the agenda related to the establishment of the 

headquarters of the new organization.   The Austrian Government had generously 

offered to build, at its own expense, permanent headquarters for UNIDO.   The 

construction of an "international city" in the heart of Btfope wuld be a major 

contribution to international co-operation in a field which was becoming 

increasingly important for all humanity.   The Board had before it the report on 

the negotiations conducted with the Austrian Government and detail» of the 

arrangements for the temporary headquarter, of UNIDO.   He wished to «pre., his 

gratitude to the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Austria for the spirit 

of co-operation he had displayed during the negotiations. 

The Board had before it comprehensive information on the activities of the 

United Nations system of organitations in the field of industrial development.   It 

would have to decide whether the existing patterns of reporting should be retained 

or whether a new pattern should be developed.    In partieuler, there might be * 

a«** for closer analysis of activities by individual branches of industry, so as 

to enable the Board to deal with the specific problems of each sector and make it 

possible to achieve adequate co-ordination and to harmonise the activities of 

individual agencies. 
At the recent meeting of the fctcutive Secretaries of the regional economic 

ecu.ion*, it had been envisaged that the close relationship between UWDO, the 

regional commissions and the specialised agencies should be built on the basis of 

specific industrial development project».   The development of machinery «nd 

procedures fbr co-ordination of the activities of the United »tions system in the 

field of industrial development should proceed on tüe basis of the cumulative 

MfiUtandiyiAltittfËIÎI •mmBmmm 
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experience derived from undertakings of common interest and co-operative efforts 

such as whose undertaken in connexion with the regional symposia and the 

International Symposium on Industrial Development. Joint efforts to deal with the 

varied aspects of industrialization were continuously broadened. For instance, 

UNCTAD had become associated with the activities for the promotion of export- 

oriented industries, in which several United Nations organizations were now 

participating. In March 1967, the Asian Industrial Development Council had decided 

to establish "Action Groups" in several sectors of industry. UNIDO had been invited 

to participate In two of the groups. UNIDO might also co-operate with BCA in the 

establishment of a pilot regional centre for small industries. Likewise, it had 

been asked to taxe part in a meeting on development of petrochemical and 

fertilizer industries recommended by the Conference on Industrial Development of the 

Arab countries. At the recent meeting of ACC, the representatives of some of the 

specialized agencies had felt that there was a need to establish fonal 

co-ordination machinery In the field of Industry. In the light of the Important 

responsibilities placed on the Board by the General Assembly with respect to 

co-ordination, It would appear appropriate for the Board to lay down the basic 

principles for action in that area. It was clfar that UNIDO, with its limited 

resources, could not tackle all the problems of industrialization at once« It must 

make use of the experience and resources of other United N&tlons organizations. 

Without shrinking from its important responsibilities, UNIDO must undertake 

practical arrangements with those organizations for collaboration in spécifie 

fields. 

Although a good part of the current work of UNIDO was geared to the 

préparation of the International Symposium on Industrial Development, the 

organisation's activities a« a whole «are centred on operational assistance to the 

developing countries. Such assistance must, by its very nature, be closely tied to 

the application of know-how in spécifie areas. Thus, the irrign—s of work 

presented to the Board related to the major aspects and branches of 

Industrialisation. Success in that field would depend to a large extent on ina 

ability of the secrétariat to build up a strong technical capability and a 

thorough understanding of the problems in each particular branch. In its practical 

mmsj^m^BS^^ei^iejB(^F(S>^i^sjasj m^^SÄ^*s V^^B^WSìSS)SVV^V^SPM> smeawi^^—^^TNSí^^*    ^was^p^m*s^m*e* •BHSS> ^•^pejsmewm^e^si•'^*' ^* es* 1•— ^^B^^W ^^^W ^^^w^w^r^w^^w^^^^^^^w^F 
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harmonized in a total approach to tha probi« at hand. For instance, the 

feasibility study for a particular industry was in many CM« the result of 

studies concerning such matters as the market, raw «aterials, labour conations 

and capital requirements. In further stages of the project involving engineering 

studies and the promotion of financing, it might be necessary to apply différant 

criteria to the selection of the most appropriate production processe!, the 

training of the necessary manpower or the solution of other problems of a loeal 

nature. Thus, one single project might involve the whole spectrum of activities 

listed in the programme of work, and the ability to provide such multi-diswnsionai 

assistance would determine the success of failure of UMIDO. If UTOO was to be 

effective, its technical staff must be able to cover a certain number of basic 

fields or aspects of industry. The minimum targets established in that connexion 

were far from having been reached, because existing resources had to be 

concentrated on meeting the most pressing needs. While all necessary priority had 

been given to direct assistance, it would be unrealistic to expect that the latter 

could be developed in a vacuum. The very concept of operational activities 

included the ability to mobilize resources, promote co-operation and provide 

backstopping and technical infomation. The understanding of the requirements of 

industrialization derived frost analytical research of specific problems was 

likely to be of. no less value to the developing countries than technical advice 

given piecemeal. In any event, it was indispensable for the development and 

implementation of sound programmes of direct assistance. UfODO could not expect 

to cope with problems related to industry-bulMing and transfei of technology 

without developing a broad range of technical capabilities and without becoming a 

storehouse of practical information and a centre or contacts. The deficiencies in 

its work on such matters as industrial finance or patents and licences must be 

remedied as soon as potslbl«. It was, of course, the Board's responsibility to 

set the basic approaches to the work of the organisation. Although a flexible 

approach was needed during the current transitional period, it was iaporteat not 

to lose sight of the basic need to strengthen the technical capability of the 

secretariat of UHIDO. 

/• *-• 
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In that way, UNIDO could enhance iti ability to serva at a bridge between the 

developing countries and the industrially advanced countries.    In the industrial 

world, there was now considerable concern about the polarisation of technology 

which had accompanied the rapid increase in industrial production during recant 
years.    By promoting the technological advancement of the less developed countries, 

international co-operation could do auch to change that picture.    Similarly, beoauee 

of the extent of their marketß and the site of their operations, the large 

international corporation« were in a particularly privileged position to contribute 

to the over-all expansion of industrial technology em*, production.   The developing 

countries for their part were making every effort to enlarge their markets and 

explore the advantages of Joint regional or sub-regional industrial undertakings. 

Increasing attention would have to be paid to multi-national and regional approaches. 

Larger markets offered such advantage« as nobility of labour and capitel, the 

renoval of artificial obstacle« and the establishment of Joint research facilities. 

Those factor« could contribute significantly to speeding up industrial development. 

The developing countries could do auch to make fuller use of their resourcee 

and manpower, as well as their potential market for industrial products, but they 

often lacked the means of action.   Technical co-operation activities must fill that 

gap.   The strong increase in technical assistance programa «a indicated that the 

paucity of requests in the field of industrial development, which had caused sana 

concern, did not reflect a lack of need«.   The prog rasai s of Special Industrial 

Services confirmed the importance of establishing an adecúate f ran «work, for In 

the first nine months of its existence, jver 100 requests for assistance hat been 
received from Governments. 

The impact of the operational activities could not of course be 

solely by the number of projects, or requests, or even by the amount of 

The central question was one of effectiveness.   The creation of the Special 

Industrial Services programmi g had lad to a batter understanding of the real 

of needs in the field of Industrial development.   Whatever the Intrinsic valu« of 

the assistance provided night be, its effective utilisation in the recipient 

country depended in most cases on its continuity.   While the goals of each 

/• • • 
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industrial project could in «oat cases be defined quantitatively, there ahould be a 

large degree of flexibility in achieving thoee goal« in order to allow for 

necessary adjugent« to realities.   Flexible and sustained assistance would put an 

end to any apparent lack of requests. 
If indu«trial policy was to be effective, it could not be separated fro« 

policies relating to the distribution of personal incose, fro« employment policies, 

policies relating to savings and investment, and measures to raise productivity not 

only in industry but in agriculture and the service sectors as well.    Governments 

were becoming increasingly «ware of that interdependence.   That awareness in turn 

had created a greater need for general surveys and analytical assessments of the 

experiences of industrialisation as a guide to further action. 

In recent years, a considerable ramiber of countries had experienced an average 

annual rate of industrial growth ranging from T to 9 P« cent.    During the past 

decade the industrial production of the developing countries as a whole had 

doubled.   The production of steel had tripled and cement production had more than 

doubled.   A significant expansion was under way in the capacity to produce 

synthetic fertilisers.    Important advances had almo been mad« m infra-structure. 

The general picture was not, however, vary encouraging.   The relatively high rates 

of growth in industry reflected a wny low starting base.   They did not show the 

exceedingly modest ratio of the volume of industrial production in the developing 

countries to that in the developed countries.   The annual increase in production in 

the developing countries was only about one seventh of the increase in the Western 

developed countries and about ont fifteenth of the aar empita increase In the latter 

countries.   Accordingly, the growth rate of manufac\ uring production In the 

developing countries was insufficient to satisfy th* increased consumer demand for 

manufactured goods, ami, am a result, imports of thoee goods ted increased. 

Furthersore, the relatively high rata of population growth in the developing 

countries had reduced the rate of their per aanlta increase m industrial output to 

less than 5 ptr cent, aal thus their apparent advance over the developed market 

economies had all but vanished.   The contribution of the developing oountriee to 

the total manufactured output of the world as a whole had been leas than 5 par cent 

in the first half of the present decade.   That figure had hardly changed in thirty 

years, and at the present rate of growth it would probably be no mora than 6 or 

T par cent by 1990. /#t# 
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Quantitative projections of the potential Industrial development In the less 

developed countries were not readily available.    Nevertheless, there could be little 

doubt that great potentialities existed.    The vast volume of primary commodities 

now being exported by those countries Indicated important possibilities for 

establishing processing industries that would increase their export earnings and 

enable them to meet the growing demands of the local market.    That was the case, 

in particular, of ferrous and non-ferrous metals, petroleum, forestry products, 

natural fibres, and hides and skins.    Furthermore, the natural resources of many 

developing countries were now much better known than they had been some twenty 

years before, thanks to extensive studies made either by the countries themselves 

or with bilateral or multilateral assistance.   Agriculture and building also had 

great potentialities for expansion.    It was becving Increasingly apparent that the 

creation of a broadly based industrial sector, embodying the integrated development 

of resource-based and market-oriented Industries, was the indispensable foundation 

for the sustained expansion of other major sectors of the national economy.   Once 

the process of industrialisation had reached a certain critical minimum level, it 

might generate forces that would contribute to the solution of many of its own 
problems. 

The discrepancy between the growth rate of industries and the growth of 

agriculture, typical of the developing countries, was highly symptomatic.   A lag in 

agricultural growth, particularly in food production, could, in the long run, impede 

industrial growth.   The agricultural sector, which accounted for the bulk of 

saployiient, must necessarily constitute the main market for industry and the — fn 

supplier of its raw materials.   Many developing countries must now place new 

emphasis on agriculturally oriented industrialisation, but agriculture could not 

advance without an adeeuate supply of fertilisers, insecticides, agricultural 

machinery and so on.   Manufactured consumption goods vara also natural incentives te 

farmers to produce more and convert their surplus production into cash.   Generally 

speaking, income from Industry should be used to finance Imports of the Implements 

necessary to Increase fan productivity.   Likewise, plans for the expansion of 

certain ereps should be accompanied by plans fer the corresponding processing 

The solution of those far-reaching problems ItjuiHafl to a large siimi OB the 

of an adequate framework far International co-operation,    rail 
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employment and economic growth in the industrial countries, resulting from the 

vast investment in new industrial technology, were favourable factors in that they 

increased the capacity of those countries to render greater assistance to the 

developing countries.    Bat trend should also encourage and facilitate shifts in 

the industrial structure of the advanced countries which would be not only in their 

own long-term interest hut also in that of th» developing countries as well. 

Moreover, many developing countries had made a start in establishing an institutional 

framework for industrial research and planning.    Their tendency toward general 

self-sufficiency was losing ground, but they were gaining an increasing 

understanding of the importance, and even the necessity, of regional arai 

sub-regional integration.    There could be little doubt that the time was ripe for 

a constructive dialogue between the two groups of countries on policies and measures 

for industrialization.    The International Symposium on Industrial Development was 

intended to serve as a first step in that direction.    The Symposium, which had been 

prepared for by a series of regional symposia, would provide a global survey of the 

industrial situation of the developing countries, examine in some depth the 

problems common to them all and indicate the broad outlines of a programme of 

international co-operation.    The Symposium would probably also assist the 

Governments of the industrialised countries in formulating their programmes of 

bilateral aid and their policies regarding multilateral assistance in the field of 

industry.    lastly, it should also help the entire United Mations family of 

organization, in expanding and improving its programmi of technical and financial 

assistance to the industrial sector. 
One of UHDO's fundamental tasks vas to promote industrialisation.    The 

concept of promotion was a crucial one in the field of Industry.   There was hardly 

a project In industry which did not involve, at one time or another, preliminary 

economic and technical surveys:   location, market studies, viability, technical 

training, financing, selection of processes and equipment, and so on.    It was 

obvious that «ODO would have to play an active promotion role in every aspect of 

industrial development.   It was quite possible that the documentation before the 

Board did not reflect one essential aspect of those activities, which was the 

broadening of eoatacts and the establishment of practical relationship« between 

those seeking to increase Industrialisation efforts in the developing countries 

and those «ho were providing the means for action.   v*HX> was attempting to give 
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its operational programmes a dynamic approach.    For instance,  the programme of 

Special Industrial Services was aimed at facilitating the solution of the practical 

problems of industrialization in the devexoping countries.    A revision of the 

biennial programming procedures for the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance 

with a view to arriving at a system of continuing programming might make it possible 

to «se the expanded programme more widely for industrial development projects.    He 

had recently proposed that a new category of Special F\ind projects  relating to 

promotional activities should be introduced.    likewise,   it might be appropriate to 

review the programming procedures for the regular programme of technical assistance 

of the United Nations in so far as industrial development was concerned;    the 

procedures of that programme should be adjusted so as to permit its use for the 

promotion of field activities which might serve as leverage for much larger 

undertakings.    The Board might wish to recommend appropriate action by the fletterai 

Assembly to that end. 

Eie role of UTODO was to encourage the building up of the industrial forces 

of the developing countries and to help those countries make full use of their otra 

resources and of international assistance.    At the present stage, UMIDO could not 

provide finance for the building of factories,   but it might veil promote investment 

In specific enterprises,  by appropriate action carried out in conjunction with the 

interested parties, the international financial institutions and even private and 

ether sources.    In the field of training,  it could help Governments to define the 

needs, promote training facilities and programmes and locate the places where 

specialized training might be obtained.    In toe field of industrial Information, 

tÜÜDO did not expect to set up a single service as the only reservoir of knowledge, 

but it hoped to give the developing countries access to the accumulated knowledge 

which existed throughout industry.    In a schematic way, IBflDO might be described 

as a kind of central co-operative pool, through which It vac possible to draw on 

the experience, technical knowledge and tangible resources of all the participating 

countries. 

That role might perhaps have to be accompanied by forward planning,    ft va« 

important t© develop a methodology to assess the progress of induetrif 1 d»"elop«*nt 

of the developing countries on a global basis.   An indicative plan • which eight 

parallel the world indicative agricultural projections undertaken ay fAO for l&ft and 
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I9ßb - night provide the needed firn» of r*fer«nee to steer industrialization 

efforts toward*  1e8irabie objectives.    It night serve at a guide to such quettioit 

at the tran«fer of newly developed technology, the adaptation of technology tc 

the ne*»ds of the developing countries, the promotion of exporta of Manufactures and 
s^œi-tamufactures, the intensification of iaveataentt based on economic integration, 

and the increasing «ultilateralization of aid. 

UMIDO would be able to help the developing countries out of their present 

industrial stagnation only if it based itself on a succession of rractical and 

«ell-considered sUps to be taken within the fraaework of concerted efforts on the 

international plane. 

ffr   taiiñig (**»••) and Mr. All Mill »CU (ftiayala) proposed that the 
statement of the Executive Director should be circuit** at an official document 

of the Board. 

BUOt* 03 US E8í*ai¿St§m Or IWUO KBM«JUrrf*V (ID/1/6 and Add.l and 
Add.l/Corr.l and Add.2 tad Add.c/Oorr.l) 

Mr. BQBlITffi (Austria) said that Ms delegation was fully aware of tat 

importance and s igni ficai*» of the first session of the Industrial Development 

Board, which narked th# beginning of * new era for the United nation« and the 

world conaunity at a whole,    rne Austrian Oovernaent «at prepared to nake every 

effort to give UPUD the opportunity for a quick and effective start,    fne choice 

of Vianna for ¿he headquarters of UWDO «at not only a great honour for Austria but 

alse a recognition of tat declared ala of the Austrian Oovernment to nake Vienna 

terve at an international meeting place, a role for «alelí Austria, at a neutral 
•tat« la the heart of iurope, provided ail the ¡vreretniitites. 

After the negotiations and talks at Vienna l«ttstea UM Executive Director of 

UADO, United Matlont officials and the Austrian Government, all the necessary 

etepa had been tatti«, subject to the Board's tjioroval, to allow UTOO to aova to 

fitta» during the tuaawr, «ad a tatiifactory solution had alto b«en found for «ht 

•  fist full text of the stataatat aadt by Mr. faidtl Bahaaii hat bt«a circulated t 
Œ/1/1A. 
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émanent headquarters of the organisation.   After consulting with UNH», the 

Austrian Government had decided to construct, with the co-operation of the City of 
Vienna, a united Nations Centre which would house not only UNIDO and the 

International Atomic Energy Agency but also an international conference centre 

niiicii would be at the disposal of both organizations and would be suitable for the 

holding of Urge international conferences.    The United Nations Centre was to be 

built in -DMA« Park" on a plot provided by the City of Vienna which afforded 

ample opportunity for futur« expansion.    The site was only a few minutes from the 
centre of the tot», with which it had good «asmunications. 

the Government of Austria had agreed to construct the building and the 

necessary conference rooms at it. own expense.    The estimated cost of the Centre, 

including the WSBß and IAEA buildings, was roughly $25 Billion.   The buildings,' 

vhich retained the property of the Republic of Austria, would be leased to the 

United Nations for ninety-nine years at a nominal rent of one Austrian schilling 

a year.   Construction should be completed within a maximum period of four ysars. 

twry effort would be made, however, to put the building at the disposal of UNE» 
*• toon M «as technically feasible. 

As to the provisional headquarters, to which UHU» would move pending the 

completion of the permanent buildings, he wished to amplify the information in 

•aoex II of the report on the establishment of UStDO headquarters (ID/B/6)   A 

modern office building recently completed in the centre of Vienna would be vacated 
and adapted to UNIDO'i needs for occupancy in the summer of 1967.   in vie» of the 

probable increase in ISIIJO's staff, the Austrian Government had agreed to 

construct, on a plot nearby and to the specifications of mm», an office auilding 

«mich would be available by the autumn of 1967.   It would also provide addi-ional 

space in the Imperial Palace, where UHU» might establish its documents centre. 

Iteee arrangements teemed to be particularly euitable, for the futur* meetings of 

the Board mould probably be held at the International Conference Centre, situated 

i» the same area of the Palmee.   Thus the 2,500 square metres of service spa«« in 

At Vienna iathaus, mentioned in annex U to the report, would be used only for 

Preparation« were also under way to provide the necessary housing and school 

facilities for the staff.   Very satisfactory negotiations had taken place «1th 

/ • • • 
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representatives of the American School,  the British School and the Lyceé Français 

in order to ¡secure  the acceptance of the children of UNIDO staff members.    There 

was also a Russian-language rchool in Vienna.    The City of Vienna had taken the 

necessary steps to enable those schools to accommodate a greater number of pupils. 

Tne Austrian schools were of course open to the children of UNIDO staff members. 

Referring to the Executive Director's report on the draft UNIDO headquarters 

agreement (lD/ß/6/Add.l), he emphasized that his Government was willing to grant 

privileges and immunities exceeding by far those laid down in the Convention on 

the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations.    The draft headquarters 

agreement was acceptable tc the United Nations and to the Austrian Government, and 

the  latter intended to start the process of ratification immediately after the 

termination of the Board's debate. 

Mr. STAVBOPOUIßS (Under-Secretary, Legal Counsel) said that the draft 

Headquarters Agreement for UNIDO was to be supplemented by an Exchange of Botes to 

clarify certain of its provisions.    The negotiations had now been completed and 

the text of the notes would be available shortly.    The draft Agreement followed 

substantially the IAEA Headquarters Agreement.    It applied to the permanent 

headquarters and the temporary headquarters of UNIDO, and also to any building, 

in or outside of Vienna, which might be used with the concurrence of the Austrian 

Government for meetings convened by UNIDO. 

As stated in its preamble and in section Ul, the draft Agreement was 

complementary to the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United 

Nations and also regulated questions not dealt with in the Convention arising as a 

result of the establishment of UNIDO1 s headquarters at Vienna.   Such questions 

included the extraterritoriality and protection of the headquarters seat 

(articles III and IV), radio and other facilities and public services in the 

headquarters seat (sections *+» 5, 6 and 12), end provisions concerning the transit 

and residence not only of representatives of States, and officials and experts of 

UNIDO, but also of other categories of persons who had business with UMIDO, such as 

representatives of organizations or information media, and of invited persons 

(sections 21, 22 and 59)* 

/... 
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Legal Counsel) ~ "— 

The draft Headquarters Agreement also complemented the Convention „n the 

Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations in the sense that,  in most 

instances,   it explicitly confirmed practices which were adhered to by the United 

fctio» and the Member States generally out which had been or were suscptibje of 

bein, contested by a Member state.    For example,  in order to eliminate any 

Possibility, of a repetition of past difficulties connected with the ter, »direct 

taxes   used in the Contention,  the draft Agreement provides that UNIDO and Us 

assets,  income and other property would be exempt fro« all forms of taxation 

-tion 1* (a,).    For the 5fflne reason,  section 16 (c) provides for exemption from 
all registration fees and documentary taxes. 

The draft Agreement also filled a gap in the  régi•   of privileges and 

ttT   le" T rePKSentatlTCS °f "-" Stet-   »» ^-tariat alweys maintained 

host „tate and a «ember State of the United Nations.    In other words, a State in 

e" till r't    7,the hel4,UirterS °f a Unlted NStiOM b°* ~ '"«~ « «* entitled to ,lai» that representatives of a given Member State eouM not enjoy a 

certain privilege or i^ity on the ground that that He^r State did „ot g»„t 

z:rzivlz:r *-*to the dipi<~tic-"-- -«- - - - State,   .he validity of that po.ition .«a«* obvlou. to the SecretarUt 

«Kre wa, „o predion to that effect ln the Convention.    To mi that Ucuaa   «. 

draft Agre««nt .pacified in «ction 39 that th. Agre«„t ".haU apply... 

to diplomatic .nvoy. or citi»» of th. Republic „ Auttri.". * 

„JT T! t0 *•* 0fflCU1' °f UMB0' *• 4rm *«• 0»^ 'or 
•*"*• "* immiti*' *taU" to *~ «cor*, to office, of M».    K, 
«rt.1» **U. it «. .w „r. mmnm¡ ilnc. lt provUed for imaai 

t« t« on p.n.10» p.« bJr th. «^ „^ ^^ ^ 

Z£ £T Wrtr to AMtru —'the - «»-t»o» " —• ££* to Auitrltó national«,   in Bhort. »w. ¿-^ A    .    ,^ «H»*»« 
«* »nwr., u» arart A«re«fl»nt should ei^ble \MW0 to 

.»rei., it. ft««,... ^ „ ^^ lt, ^^     toaT(M| 

«ctlo» », tn. concio. ., „ppl«^ ^W-M>ti b#twa „^ J^£*' " 
0ov.rn.mt of Au.trU, .hould tM b. fou* MC.«,. 
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He wished to express his warm appreciation to the Government of the Republic 

of Austria and,  in particular, to its representatives who had taken part in the 

negotiations for their friendly co-operation and great generosity, which had made 

it possible to prepare a Headquarters Agreement that constituted the most complete 

and liberal agreement of that kind so far concluded between & Government and a 

United Nations body. 

The PRESIDENT suggested that the message of the Secretary-General to the 

first meeting of the Board, the statement of the representative of Austria and 

the statement of the Legal Counsel should be circulated as official documents of 

the Board. 

It was so decided.* 

Mr. FERNAND INI (Peru) thanked the Government of Austria for having 

appointed as its member of the Board its Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 

His statement had filled a number of gaps in document ÏD/B/6.   The Peruvian 

delegation had warmly welcomed the establishment of UNIDO at Vienna} the Executive 

Director deserved thanks for the effective work he had done in his negotiations 

with the Government of Austria in concluding an agreement which should be 

satisfactory to all concerned and enable the new organization to carry out Its 

functions under the best conditions. 

Mr. KASSATION (Union of Soviet Soeialist Republics) said that he took 

note with satisfaction of the information furnished concerning the establishment 

of the headquarters and of the steps taken by the Government of Austria to give 

effect to General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI).    Ni welcomed the promptness with 

which that Government Had made the necessary arrange—nts to speed up UMIDO* s 

transfer to Vienna.   Taat transfer should be made ae quickly as possible so as to 

keep down expenses as much as possible.   Since the Government of Austria intended 

to establish a United Rations Centre la Vienna, tisi Board's sessions should, M a 

*   The full texts of the message of the Secretary-Oeueral, the statement, of the 
representative of Austria and the statement of the Legal Counsel will, be 
circulated as document« Wßß$$ Wfê/Xk ani JD/è/15, respectively. 

/ • •• 
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rule, be held at UNIDO headquarters. Of course, sessions might, under certain 

circumstances, he held in other countries, provided that the host Government bore 

the additional costo involved. In view of the fact that the great majority of 

organizations with which UNIDO would co-operate were established outside of 

New York, he felt that UNIDO« s liaison group at New York should consist of only five 
or six persons. 

Hr' AHMEP <*•*•*•»> expressed his warm gratitude to the Government of 

Austria for the steps it had taken to provide everything needed for UNIDO's 

installation at Vienna. He was convinced that, with such an auspicious beginning, 

UNIDO could not fail to achieve the objectives for which it was created. 

*' SAHL0UL <Sudan> "*•* with gratitude the measures taken by the host 

country to welcome the new organisation. He also expressed his war« satisfaction 

at the agreement reached between UMBO and the Austrian Government. 

*fr- """"ff (»«therUnda) said that the statement of the représentative 

of Austria opened the prospect of an early transfer with maximum efficiency. He 

welcomed the successful outcome of the negotiations on the Hsedo.uarters Agreement. 

ttrT IQftNACIgr (Kuwait) congratulated the Austrian Government on the 

efficiency with which it had given concrete form to a project that, only a few 

months before, had not even bee» on paper. Vienna, aituated at an important 

luropean crossroad between north and south, and east and west, was certainly the 

nest place to work for the realisation of mmo'* p^.., which was to enlist the 

resource, and technical knowledge of the developed couMrie« for the need, of the 

under-developed countries which had a desire for progress, * was persuaded that 

»1» wouM help the« to realise tint desire. 

MfWEEmm CRcaenia) said that he we* convinced that condition* Ml 

©eon established that wouM enable UMIDO to tatito the objetives It had been 

assigned. Hi expressed his satiafaction at the successful outcome of the 

txecutive Director's effort«. Si welcomed tue Austrian «wwwe^ft undertaking 

%e construct %be het^iart^. ¡mUàis* at ita own expense and the steps it had 

fe***» to enable «UDO to operate in temporary prealee«. 

/**• 

.II.! ¡I.IÉ.i, im   ' 
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Mr. SAKTORIUS (Federal Republic of Germany) said that hie delegation 

greatly appreciated the preparations made by Austria, with which his country was 

linked by a long tradition of friendship. 

Mr. PANYARACHUN (Thailand) welcomed the success of the negotiations 

between UNIDO and the Government of Austria.    In his opinion, making Vienna the 

headquarters of the new organization was not so much an honour for the Government 

of Austria as a recognition of its efforts to make its capital an international 

meeting place.    He considered the Headquarters Agreement very complete and very 

liberal, and he appreciated the facilities placed at the disposal of UNIDO by the 

Government of Austria. 

Mr. MAHMOUD SALAMA (United Arab Republic) said that he deeply 

appreciated the Austrian Government's generous offer.   The Austrian representative's 

statement confirmed his conviction that UNIDO would be able to begin its work for 

the industrialization of the under-developed country without delay.   He hoped that 

the Council would quickly approve the headquarters agreement,  so that the move 

could be made as soon as possible. 

Sir ¿Award WARNER (United Kingdom) Joined in warmly welcoming the 

Austrian Government's most generous offer to provide a United Nations Centre as 

permanent headquarters for both UNIDO and IAEA and expressed his delegation's 

appreciation of the Austrian Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs presence at ¿he 

meeting. 

Mr. BRADLEY (Argentina) thanked the Austrian representative for the 

information he had given on the plan to establish UNIDO headquarters at Vienna, 

and expressed his gratitude to the Executive Director for the work he had done 

to bring about a satisfactory agreement on the natter.   The Argentine Goverraent 

was most gratified at the fact that UNIDO vas to be installed at Vienna. 

I Mr. VLADOV (Bulgaria) also thanked the Austrian representative.   The 

provisions of the headquarters agreement were entirely satisfactory. 

Mr. GUPTA (India) noted with satisfaction the information given to the 

Council by the Austrian representative, the Executive Director and the Legal 

Counsel,   The Austrian Government's offer vas a most generous one, and he hoped 

that the establishment of permanent headquarter» would be completed at the earliest 
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possible date. The fact that the International Atomic Energy Agency already had 
its headquarters at Vienna made the choice of that city for UNIDO headquarter« a 
particularly appropriate one. 

MTi ?IW*f I (Zambia) aaid that he was most appreciative of the 
Austrian Government «i generous offer and of the provisions in the headquarters 
agreement relating to privileges and immunities. 

Mr. PlflERA CARVALLO (Chile) thanked the Austrian representative. It 
vas gratifying that Vienna vas to become a centre of international contacts in 
the heart of an industrialised continent. 

HJTt ITOÇffifffl (United States of America) said that the establishment 
of UNIDO vas one of the most important events in United Nations history.   His 

Government sincerely wished the new organisation success, and he vas cunviiwed 

that the choice of Vienna would be a decisive factor in that regard.   The 

Austrian Government»e offer was a remarkably generous one, and convincingly 

reflected the deep desire of the Austrian people to work for co-operation with 

the whole vor Id.   That vas a most understandable attitude on the part of a 

country which had been the centre of so many historie events.   Moreover, the 

Austrian economy was made up of a complex of small and large industries geared 

to international trade.   That economic structura in itself would provide en 

appropriate framework for UNIDO's activities.   It was sad, of course, to see 

UNIDO leaving Mew York, but ha expressed his unreserved gratitude to the 
Austrian Government for ita generous offer. 

manti gmÈÊÊàÊAamumÊM „maäm ÍMHÍKai^alMlttiáHil^ (ÈÉÊKâmu^ï 
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